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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The contemporary growth of digital finance has created new 
legal, business, and regulatory conundrums for all 
stakeholders involved in the traditional role of 
providing financial services. Rapid digitalisation, 
data analysis, and computing capacities have 
enabled digital finance to grow, in particular the 
development of crypto-assets. Since the onset of 
Bitcoin in 2009, the growth of digital assets has 
been phenomenal, with some stakeholders identifying the 
trend as a niche development, whilst others eagerly 
categorizing the diversification of financial 
services as a new gold rush opportunity. The worldwide 
focus of crypto-assets has to this date continued 
unimpeded by regulatory oversight, simply because of 
the traditional see-saw principle of innovation versus 
regulatory delay. As a result, the crypto-asset market 
has been plagued by growing concerns associated 
with money laundering, terrorist activities, and fraudulent 
behavior at the expense of investors and consumers. To this 
extent, and as per the regional focus of this White Paper, 
the European Union ('EU') has mandated the European 
Commission (the 'Commission') to create a regulatory 
framework (the 'Proposal') for a baseline harmonized law 
pertaining to certain crypto-assets currently in regulatory 
focus.

The mandate of the EU is in tandem with its policy 
approach as mandated in the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union ('TFEU') vis-à-vis the EU's 
policies and internal actions. To this extent the 
European Commission has constructed the proposal 
for a regulation of the European Parliament 
and of the Council on markets in crypto-assets 
under the EU mandate contained in Article 114 TFEU 
('MiCA')1. Article 114 TFEU confers on the European 
institutions the competence to lay down appropriate 
provisions for the approximation of laws of the Member 
States that have as their objective the establishment and 
functioning of the internal market. In this instance the 
mandate would be used to harmonise the internal market 
rules for the operation of certain crypto-assets. 
Alongside the operating principle of proportionality, the 
content and form of MiCA cannot exceed what is necessary 
to achieve the objectives of the Treaties and will only extend

itself to aspects that the Member States themselves 
cannot achieve on their own.

To that extent, MiCA is a proposal that is part of the EU 
Commission's Digital Finance package, which is a 
package of measures designed to further enable and 
support the potential of digital finance in terms of its 
innovation and competition, whilst mitigating its 
inherent risks. The EU has recognised that crypto-assets 
are one of the major applications of blockchain technology 
in finance. As of March 2018, the Commission has 
been specifically examining the opportunities and 
challenges raised by crypto-assets. The advice2, of the 
European Banking Authority ('EBA') and the European 
Securities and Markets Authority ('ESMA'), issued in 
January 2019, argued that while certain crypto-assets have 
the potential to fall within the scope of the EU legislation, 
practical application in consideration of the multi-
jurisdictional nature of crypto-assets make the 
objective of a water-tight regulatory framework an 
uncertainty. Furthermore, the EBA and ESMA underlined 
that beyond EU legislation aimed at combating money 
laundering and terrorism financing, most crypto-assets 
would actually fall outside the scope of EU financial 
services legislation.3

Part A of this White Paper will cover the precipice of the 
EU FinTech Action Plan, before venturing into the envisaged 
regulatory changes affecting issuers of crypto-assets. 
Part B of White Paper will tackle the regulatory changes 
affecting services providers of crypto-assets, and then 
focus on the empowerment of competent national 
authorities.

"The worldwide focus of crypto-assets 
has to this date continued unimpeded by 
regulatory oversight, simply because of 
the traditional see-saw principle of 
innovation versus regulatory delay."

1 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Markets in Crypto-Assets, and amending Directive (EU) 2019/1937 (Brussels, 24.9.2020, 
COM(2020) 593 final) 
2 ESMA, Advice on 'Initial Coin Offerings and Crypto-Assets', 2019; EBA report with advice on crypto-asset, 2019. 
3 Ibid l, pg. l 
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4 European Commission, 'FinTech Action Plan: For a more competitive and innovative European financial sector' (Brussels, 8.3.2018, COM(2018) 109 final) 
s Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and 
terrorist financing. 
6 European Banking Authority, 'Report with advice for the European Commission on Crypto-Assets' (EBA Report, 9th January 2019) 7 Ibid, pg. 4 
7 Ibid, pg. 4
8 Ibid, pg. l 0 
9 Directive 2009/110/EC (Consolidated Text) (02009L0110)
10 Directive (EU) 2015/2366 (Consolidated Text) (02015L2366)

B. EU FinTech Action Plan

As a result of the growing trends by market participants to 
embrace and invest in crypto-assets, and the underlying 
blockchain technology, which has a noticeable impact on the 
mood of the international financial market, the EU in 
conjunction with the European Commission sought to tackle 
the parallel positive and negative impact of the fintech world.4 
The knock-on effect of the fintech mood was to establish new 
types of financial assets, such as the crypto-assets. The EU 
FinTech Action Plan recognised their benefits, but was also 
concerned with their risks (e.g., volatility, anonymity, money 
laundering, terrorist financing). As a result, the European 
Supervisory Authorities ('ESAs') decided to extend the scope 
of the Anti-Money Laundering Directive,5 to virtual currency 
exchanges and wallet providers, as well as to reduce 
anonymity (and thus increase traceability) of transactions 
pertaining to crypto-assets handled at crypto-asset exchanges 
and custodial wallet providers within the EU.

Alongside issuing warnings by the ESAs to the market of the 
inherent risks tied to crypto-assets, the Commission

"New financial services do not always fall 
fully under existing EU regulatory 
frameworks, as is the result of a 
segmented EU and national mandate."

proposed that the ESAs should systemically consider FinTech 
in all their activities, and in relation to the flow of information, 
to consider the utility behind the General Data Protection 
Regulation ('GDPR') which was to enter into force in may 2018, 
as the same year as the Action Plan was published.

New financial services do not always fall under existing EU 
regulatory frameworks, as is the result of a segmented EU and 
national market. As a result, crypto-assets were not (at the 
time) fully covered by existing financial regulations on the EU 
level, which resulted them being governed by respective 
national laws. The only logical conclusion of this approach, in 
conjunction with the differing national interests of the 
Member States vis-à-vis how to handle crypto-assets, was to 
result in a fragmentation of national laws applicable to a 
growing market trend.

To tackle these issues, the Commission pledged to hold public 
consultation with stakeholders on the potential behind an EU 
wide regulatory framework for handling crypto-assets, and to 
continue to work on developing a comprehensive strategy to 
do so.

C. EBA Report of 2019
As part of the request from the EU Commission for the 
ESAs to carry out work to assess the applicability and 
suitability of current EU law to crypto-assets, the EBA has 
carried out the 2019 Report.6 As such, the advice should be 
viewed from a 2019 EU law lens, as opposed to the 
publishing year of this White Paper. As discovered by the 
2019 Report, the typical crypto-assets in existence at the 
time fell outside the scope of the EU financial services 
regulations and specific services relating to crypto-asset 
custodian wallet provisions, as well as crypto-asset trading 
platforms (which did not constitute regulated activities).7

A crucial point about the mandate of the competent 
authorities so authorised at the EU and national law was that 
many of the competent authorities do not hold, and do not 
have the power to acquire information about the activities of 
the firms beyond their mandated perimeters.8 This 
crucial problem for regulatory oversight will be fully tackled 
by the Commission Proposal in MiCA, as depicted in Part B of 
this White Paper.

Another key aspect of the 2019 Report is that the EBA ran a 
comparative narrative vis-à-vis determining whether crypto-
assets qualified as 'electronic money' within the EMD29, or as 
'funds' under the PSD210. This was a complementary analysis
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11 Ibid 6, pg. 14
12 European Securities and Markets Authority, 'Advice: Initial Coin Offerings and Crypto-Assets', (ESMA, Report, 9th January 2019) (ESMA50-157-1391) 
13 Directive 2014/65/EU (Consolidated Text) (02014L0065)
14 Ibid, pg. 21

to ESMA's regulatory analysis whether crypto-assets qualified 
as 'financial instruments' under MiFID. It was discovered that 
crypto-assets may qualify as electronic money, but only in 
instances where specific characteristics of the crypto-asset in 
question satisfied the requisite conditions of electronic money. 
In other instances, the crypto-asset fell outside the purview of 
EMD2. For the PSD2 requirements of funds, crypto-assets are 
not recognised as banknotes, coins, or scriptural money and

thus fall outside the purview of PSD2, unless they qualify as 
electronic money within the purview of EMD2.11 To this 
extent, certain existing crypto-assets did satisfy existing EU 
regulatory categories which ran parallel to 'electronic 
money', but this was insufficient to cover the vast range of 
crypto-assets, and a significant portion of activities fell 
outside the current EU financial services law.

D. ESMA Report of 2019
The correlative ESMA report of 2019 (the 'ESMA Report')12 
reiterated the concerns of its regulatory fellow, ESA, and 
highlighted the potential risks that crypto-assets pose to the 
financial stability of the markets (in general), as well as the 
cyber risks attached for investors. The ESMA Report identifies 
that there is no 'one-size fits all' for crypto-assets, as hundreds 
of crypto-assets have been issued since Bitcoin was launched 
in 2009 and each may have different characteristics and 
features.

As was previously mentioned, a key legal consideration 
questioned by the ESMA Report was whether crypto-assets 
fell within the purview of the EU financial securities laws and 
qualified as 'financial instruments' under MiFID II.13 Based on a 
survey between the EU National Competent Authorities 
('NCAs'), it was determined that from a sample size of six 
crypto-assets, five fell within the purview of financial 
instruments as such, and could be covered by MiFID II. The 
sole exception was a pure utility-type crypto-asset which did 
not hold any characteristics of a transferable security and/or 
financial instrument, and thus fell outside the legal scope of 
MiFID II.

Ultimately the vast majority of NCAs agreed that crypto-assets 
should be subject to regulation but could not find consensus 
as to whether the new regulatory regime should be within the 
scope of MiFID or outside of it.14 What was agreed upon was 
that there must at least be a minimum regulatory regime to 
tackle one of the major risks tied to crypto-assets, namely that 
of money laundering.

"... there is no 'one-size fits all' for 
crypto-asets, as hundreds of crypto-
assets have been issued since Bitcoin 
was launched in 2009 and each may 
have different characteristics and 
features."

ESMA Report 2019
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15 Ibid 1, pg. 2
16 Ibid 1, pg. 6
17 Impact Assessment accompanying the document, Proposal for a Regulation of the EP and of the Council on Markets in Crypto-Assets (SWD(2020)380).
18 Ibid 1, pg. 7

E. Markets in Crypto-Assets - Policy

In an attempt to respond to all the inherent risks revolving around crypto-assets, including those already identified in this 
White Paper, as well as the tokenisation of traditional financial assets (i.e., by use of 'stablecoins'), the MiCA Regulation will 
seek to address certain crypto-assets and their regulation as well as to lay the groundwork for amending existing financial 
legislation vis-à-vis covered crypto-assets. To this extent, this White Paper will begin to delve into the MiCA framework as 
proposed by the Commission on 24th of September 2020.

II. MiCA: Stakeholder Consultations &
Impact Assessments

It should be no surprise that to create MiCA the Commission has 
consulted stakeholders throughout its preparation process. The 
consultations confirmed initial responses of stakeholders which 
stated that there is a growing need for legal certainty and 
harmonisation across national legislations in light of the 
overarching issue of Legislative Fragmentation. Additional 
concerns from stakeholders included the need to avoid 
regulatory arbitrage of Member States, the need to avoid 
circumvention of rules by crypto-asset issuers, and to ensure that 
all relevant rules from existing legislations on payments and e-
money also apply to the newly rising stablecoins.16

In addition to stakeholder consultations, MiCA is accompanied by 
an impact assessment submitted to the Regulatory Scrutiny 
Board (‘RSB’) on 29 April 2020, and approved on 29 May 2020.17 
The RSB recommended improvements in areas with a view to (i) 
putting the initiative in the context of ongoing EU and 
international regulatory efforts, (ii) to provide more clarity as to 
how MiCA would mitigate  the risks of fraud, hacking, and market 
abuse whilst also explaining the coherence of the upcoming 
revision of the anti-money laundering (‘AML’) legislation, and (iii) 
to explain issues revolving around stablecoins.18

In conjunction with stakeholder consultation and RSB's impact 
assessment, the Commission considered two policy options for 
the crypto framework, and decided on a 'full harmonisation' of 
law approach, whereupon the parallel national regimes (if any) 
would no longer be applicable, and a EU set of rules would create 
a minimum standard of rules for all EU Member States. 
Stablecoins, as a separate policy consideration adopted a hybrid 
policy option, but is subsumed into MiCA itself.

I. MiCA: Purpose & Objectives

The MiCA proposal covers crypto-assets falling outside existing 
EU financial services legislation, as well as e-money tokens.15 It 
has four designated objectives: (1) legal certainty for 
developing and harvesting crypto-assets in a risk-averse 
manner; (2) innovation for the newly developed crypto-asset 
markets and to support digital growth within the EU; (3) to 
imbue the necessary customer and investor protection whilst 
upholding the EU market integrity vis-à-vis covered crypto-
assets; and (4) to ensure financial stability given the high-risk 
nature of crypto-assets.

Furthermore, as a result of the EU Member States’ divergent 
frameworks, rules, and interpretations pertaining to crypto-
assets and crypto-asset services (the ‘Legislative 
Fragmentation’), ‘crypto-asset issuers’ and ‘crypto-asset 
service providers’ cannot fully harness the benefit of a unified 
internal market, and thus cannot grow within it. As it currently 
stands crypto-asset issuers and service providers are forced to 
familiarise themselves with several Member States’ legislations 
whilst obtaining multiple national authorisations to comply 
with divergent national laws. To overcome the high costs, legal 
complexity, and uncertainty resulting from this Legislative 
Fragmentation, MiCA will seek to provide a unified basis for 
certain types of crypto-assets operating within the EU, thereby 
allowing for a One Ring to Rule Them All situation vis-à-vis 
crypto-asset authorisations. 

"MiCA covers crypto-assets falling outside 
existing EU financial services legislation, 

as well as e-money tokens."
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19 Ibid 1, pg. 17

F. Markets in Crypto-Assets

I. Terminology & Definitions

In order to prevent confusion from arising within 
the analysis contained in this White Paper, it will be prudent to 
first identify the key definitions used in conjunction 
with contemporary terminology pertaining to digital 
assets. Current e-trends identify cryptocurrency as the 
umbrella term for any digital currency currently on the 
market. However, this generic definition is much too 
broad, and specificity was required for a valid Regulation 
construction within the purview of EU judicial law. As such, 
the focus of MiCA revolves around 'crypto-assets' which are 
defined as, "any digital representation of value or rights, 
which may be transferred and stored electronically using 
distributed ledger technology or similar technology."

Flowing from umbrella definition we can identify that the EU 
Commission has a broad outlook on crypto-assets, but such 
a broad net will be stymied by the defined scope of MiCA. 
To segment the definition further, a distinction is made 
by MiCA between three sub-categories of crypto-
assets specifically within its purview:

1) Utility Tokens: Types of crypto-assets which are intended
to provide digital access to a good or service, available on
DLT, and that is only accepted by the issuer of that token.

2) Asset-Referenced Tokens: Types of crypto-assets aimed at
maintaining a stable value by referencing several
currencies that are legal tender, one or several
commodities, or, one or several crypto-assets, or a basket
of such assets combined;

3) E-Money Tokens: Types of crypto-assets that are mainly
intended to be used as a means of exchange and
that purports to maintain a stable value by referring
to the value of a fiat currency (which is a legal tender).19

Please note that the overall crypto-asset category of 
'stablecoins' has been subsumed into the two sub-categories of 
asset-referenced tokens, or E-Money tokens, depending on the 
specific nature of the crypto-asset in question.

In a brief explanatory overview, utility tokens have as their 
primary purpose a non-financial purpose related to the 
operation of a digital platform, and/or digital services, and 
are therefore considered as a specific type of crypto-asset. 
Asset-referenced tokens aim at providing their holders a 
means of payment to buy goods and services and storing 
additional value by acting as an external stabilisation 
mechanism for any linked and valid asset(s). E-Money 
tokens are very much akin to already existing e-money but 
have several poignant differences which shall be touched 
upon below. It is safe to say that E-Money tokens are 
intended to be electronic surrogates for coins and 
banknotes and are intended to be used for making 
payments on a different scale. 

As mentioned above, despite E-money and E-Money tokens 
being read in a similar light, they must be kept as separate 
assets for the purpose of this White Paper. This is because 
they differ in several key aspects, not the least of which that 
they are covered by separate legislation. One of the crucial 
differences between the two assets is that, e-money 
holders (as defined in Article 2(2) of Directive 2009/110/EC) 
are always provided with a claim on the issuing e-money 
institution and have a contractual right to redeem their e-
money at any moment against fiat currency that is legal 
tender at par value with the respective currency. On the 
other hand, E-Money tokens may reference a fiat currency 
which is legal tender, but they do not provide their holders 
with any reciprocal claim against the issuer of such assets 
(unless they simultaneously fall within the definition of Art. 
2(2) of Directive 2009/110/EC), nor do they provide a claim at 
par with currency they are referencing.

It is crucial to note that the following definitions are not set 
in stone and that the EU Commission has empowered itself 
to adopt future ‘delegated acts’ when necessary to adapt 
any definitions, and any articles in MiCA in tandem with the 
developments of the covered digital assets in the 
contemporary era. As the case may be, this White Paper will 
follow the current definitions and will cover the below 
analysis within these shades. 
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20 Directive 2014/49/EU (OJ L 173, 12.6.2014), p. 149-178
21 Regulation (EU) 2017/2402 (OJ L 347, 28.12.2017), p. 35-80
22 Directive 2009/138/EC ('Solvency II') (OJ L 335, 17.12.2009), p. 1-155 23 Directive 
2013/36/EU (OJ L 176, 27.6.2013), p. 338-436

II. Subject Matter & Scope

As per Article 1 of MiCA, the subject matter of the Regulation is to lay down uniform rules at the EU level intended to provide 
(a) transparency and disclosure requirements for the issuance and admission to trading of crypto-assets, (b) the
authorisation and supervision of crypto-asset service providers and issuers of asset-referenced tokens and E-Money tokens,
(c) the operation, organisation and governance of issuers of asset-referenced tokens, E-Money tokens, and crypto-asset
service providers, (d) consumer protection rules for the issuance, trading, exchange, and custody of crypto-assets, and (e)
measures to prevent market abuse.

As such MiCA is applicable to the issuers of crypto assets, which are legal persons (not natural persons) who offer to the 
public any type of crypto-asset (within the scope of MiCA) or who seek the admission of such crypto-assets to a trading 
platform for crypto-assets. Furthermore, MiCA is applicable to the service providers of crypto-assets, which are any person 
(i.e., legal, or natural) whose occupation or business is the provision of one or more crypto-asset services to third parties on a 
professional basis. These are the two main types of persons that are within the scope of MiCA.

a. Specifically Excluded Asset
Categories from MiCA Scope

To this extent, the MiCA regulation 
introduces specific exclusions from its umbrella mandate 
vis-à-vis digital assets. The following asset 
categories are specifically excluded from the purview of 
MiCA as per Article 2(2):

1) Financial Instruments, as per Section C of Annex I of
Directive 2014/65/EU ('MiFID II');

2) Electronic Money, as per Article 2(2) of Directive 2009/110/
EC ('EMD2'), except where they qualify as
electronic money tokens under MiCA;

3) Deposits, as per Article 2(1)(3), of Directive 2014/49/EU20;
4) Structured Deposits, as per Article 4(1)(43) MiFID II; (and)
5) Securitisation, as per Art. 2(1) Regulation (EU) 2017/2402.21

These five asset categories are therefore specifically 
excluded from the scope of MiCA (with the unique 
exception of the caveat for electronic money).

b. Specifically Excluded Entities &
Persons from MiCA Scope

In addition to the specifically excluded asset categories 
identified above, as per Article 2(3) of MiCA, the 
regulation has further specifically excluded the following 
entities and persons:

a) The ECB, national central banks (in their capacity as
monetary authorities or public authorities);

b) Insurance undertakings or undertakings carrying out the
reinsurance and retrocession activities, as per Directive
2009/138/EC;22

c) A liquidator or administrator acting in the course of an
insolvency procedure (except as per Art. 42 MiCA);

d) Person who provide crypto-asset services exclusively for
their parent companies, subsidiaries, or for other
subsidiaries of their parent companies;

e) The European Investment Bank;
f) The European Financial Stability Facility, and the ESM;
g) Public international organisations.

There are further exclusive caveats for ‘credit 
institutions’ authorised under Directive 2013/36/EU,23 and 
‘investment firms’ authorised under Directive 2014/65/EU, 
whereupon portions of MiCA are not applicable to 
certain crypto-asset practices so authorised under their 
respective directives. This is enacted to allow for 
horizontal harmonization and prevent fragmentation of 
laws. 
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G. MiCA: Issuers

To continue with the regulatory insight into MiCA we turn towards the first market sector participants intended to be 
covered by MiCA, namely every single crypto-asset issuer, other than issuers for asset-referenced tokens or E-Money tokens, 
as they will have a separate chapter of the White Paper dedicated to their regulatory obligations as per MiCA. It is reiterated 
here that ‘crypto-assets’ as defined by MiCA means a digital representation of value or right which may be transferred and 
stored electronically, using DLT (or similar technology). Whether a crypto-asset falls within this extremely broad definition 
will have to be determined on a case-by-case in conjunction with the crypto-asset's financial features, purposes, and any 
other relevant information posted to the public. Also please note that, as MiCA is as of the date of writing this White Paper 
still merely a proposal, it is de facto incomplete, and its date of effect is not yet published.

I. Issuers of Crypto Assets (excl.
ART's & E-MT's)

As such we will first consider a plethora of new regulatory 
obligations incumbent on any issuer of crypto-assets within the 
EU. Due to the technical aspects of MiCA and its regulatory girth, 
this White Paper will not go into details of the incumbent 
obligations but will identify the key brush strokes as intended by 
the EU Commission in consultation with EBA and ESMA in order 
to create a digital asset framework for the EU. As such we will 
now consider the following aspects pertaining to the issuers of 
crypto-assets (excl. ART’s & E-MT’s):

a) ffers of Crypto-Assets to the Public (excl. ART s & E-MT s)
b) Admission Re uirements of Crypto-Assets to Trading on a

Trading Platform for Crypto-Assets
c) White Paper Re uirements for Crypto-Assets (excl. ART s &

E-MT s)
d) Market Communication of Crypto-Assets (excl. ART s & E-

MT s)
e) eneral bligations of ssuers of Crypto-Assets (excl. ART s

& E-MT s)  (and)
f) Right of Withdrawal on all Crypto-Assets (excl. ART s & E-

MT s).

Please note that in this Chapter certain regulatory obligations 
which intertwine with others in the categories described at the 
onset of each section of this White Paper, but in lieu of the 
associated regulatory complexity, will be iewed as separate 
obligations despite not being so in practice. This is done to 
simplify the contents of MiCA to all potential audiences.

a. Offers of Crypto-Assets to the
Public (excl. ART's & E-MT's)

As is stated in MiCA, no issuer of crypto-assets (excl. ART’s 
& E-MT’s), shall make public offers in the EU, or seek 
admission of such crypto-assets to a validly registered 
trading platform unless that issuer is a legal entity, has 
constructed and published the White Paper in accordance 
with MiCA, has submitted the necessary notifications for 
the White Paper, and has complied with all the general 
obligations incumbent upon every issuer of crypto-assets 
(excl. ART’s & E-MT’s).

b. Admission Requirements of
Crypto-Assets to Trading on a
Trading Platform for Crypto-

Assets

The same requirements apply to ‘admissions’ of crypto-
assets as to the ‘offers’ of crypto-assets. The issuer 
intending to perform either of these two actions, or both, 
must comply in each case with the requirements of Art. 4 
MiCA. Upon satisfaction of the identified requirements, 
issuers of crypto-assets will be permitted to proceed with 
their offers and/or admission applications and can rest 
assured that they will not be subject to any further 
information requirements with regard to such offers or 
admissions of crypto-assets.
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c. White Paper Requirements for
Crypto-Assets (excl. ART's & E-MT's)

A crucial part of MiCA is the approach adopted by the EU 
Commission for the drafting, notification, and communication of 
White Papers tied to a crypto-asset. By setting mandatory 
guidelines for the provision of information necessary to receive 
permission to proceed with offers and admissions of crypto-
assets on trading platforms, the EU Commission is intending to 
create a homogenous White Paper for digital assets, thereby 
ensuring clarity and minimising the inherent risk tied to certain 
crypto-assets. Please note that despite the exclusion of ART’s 
and E-MT’s at this part of MiCA and this White Paper, as will be 
seen below, similar homogenous White Paper obligations exist 
for these categories of crypto-assets as well.

The intention of homogeneity for White Papers demonstrates 
the following mandatory information to be provided by issuers 
of crypto-assets when seeking to offer or admit their crypto-
assets on a trading platform:

a) A detailed description of the Issuer, and main participants
involved in the project's design and development;

b) A detailed description of the Issuer's project, the type of
crypto-asset that will be offered to the public or admitted
to trading, including the planned use of the fiat currency
(or other crypto-assets) collected via the offer to the
public;

c) A detailed description of the characteristics of the offer to
the public (e.g., amount of crypto-assets offered, the issue
price, and the subscription terms and conditions);

d) A detailed description of the the rights and obligations
attached to the crypto-assets, and the procedurs and
conditions for exercising those rights (please note MiCA
creates certain mandatory rights to be included on any
crypto-asset);

e) Information on the underlying technology and standards
applied by the Issuer allowing for holding, storing, and
transfer;

f) A detailed description of the related risks to the Issuer, the
crypto-asset itself, the offer to the public, and the
implementation of the project; (and)

g) Specific disclosure items as per Annex 1 of MiCA (which is
currently not contained in the Proposal).24

24 Art. 5(1) MiCA 

Many of these information requirements are a-typical of 
the top existing White Papers tied to crypto-asset offers, 
and/or admissions to trade today. However, MiCA follows 
up by adding explicit guarantees that all information 
provided will be fair, clear, and not misleading. 
Furthermore, any published White Paper will be the sole 
responsibility of the Issuer, and liability will accumulate as 
such (irrelevant of anything else published contrary in the 
White Paper itself). On top of the multiple disclaimers to 
be made by the Issuer tied to the value, transferability, 
and liquidity of the crypto-asset, the White Paper is 
expressly prohibited from containing representations of 
future value, unless the Issuer can guarantee such future 
value.

Issuers will have a twenty (20) working day deadline 
before publication of the White Paper, to notify their 
White Papers to the competent authority of their home 
Member States. That competent authority is empowered 
by MiCA to fully prohibit this publication, and failure to 
respect such a prohibition will result in potential penalties 
and a complete bar on the publication of the White Paper, 
and thus on the offer and/or admission of the respective 
crypto-asset. The White Paper shall be published on the 
Issuer’s website and shall remain available on the Issuer’s 
website for as long as the crypto-assets are held by the 
public.

The Issuers of White Papers will have an ongoing 
obligation to modify (or ‘update’) their White Papers, and 
market communications, whenever ‘any change or new 
fact that is likely to have a significant influence on the 
purchase decisions of any potential purchaser, or on the 
decision of the existing holders of such crypto-assets to 
sell or exchange the assets’ is made. Any such 
modification shall be immediately notified to the public on 
its website, and concurrent notification to the competent 
national authority will also be required.

Finally it is important to note that, any infringement of the 
Art. 5 requirements for the White Paper may not only bar 
the continuation of the crypto-asset offering,  but may 
also bring a potential damages claim from any holder of 
the crypto-asset against the Issuer of the crypto-asset or 
its management body. Any exclusion of civil liability to the 
contrary, whether contained in the White Paper, market 
communications, or so personally represented by the 
Issuer are legally void and without effect.
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d. Market Communications of Crypto-
Assets (excl. ART's & E-MT's)

The marketing communication requirements incumbent upon 
issuers of crypto-assets (excl. ART’s & E-MT’s) ought to be read 
in conjunction with the obligations tied to the White Paper (as 
described above). In any event, any marketing communication 
relating to an offer or admission of such crypto-assets to trading, 
shall comply with all of the following:

a) The marketing communications shall be clearly identifiable
as such;

b) The information content shall be fair, clear, and not
misleading;

c) The information contained in the marketing
communication shall be consistent with the White Paper;

d) The marketing communications shall clearly state the
prevalent status of the White Paper, and where it can be
accessed.

A similar 20 working day limit for the transmission of a notice to 
the competent national authority (akin to the White Paper) is 
required and must be followed, and any published market 
communications must remain on the issuer’s website for as long 
as the crypto-assets are held by the public. Any rules pertaining 
to the modification of the White Paper shall also apply to any 
published market communications, unless expressly stated 
otherwise.

e. General Obligations for Issuers of
Crypto-Assets (excl. ART's & E-MT's)

In addition to the already identified obligations incumbent upon 
issuers of crypto-assets (excl. ART’s & E-MT’s), MiCA introduces 
parallel obligations whereupon issuers of crypto-assets shall act 
in the best interests of the holders of such crypto-assets and 
shall treat them equally (unless preferential treatment is fully 
disclosed in the White Paper, and/or marketing 
communications).

Issuers shall furthermore, act honestly, fairly, and professionally; 
they shall communicate with the holders of crypto-assets in a 
fair, clear, and non-misleading manner; they shall prevent and 
manage any conflicts of interest that may arise; and they shall 
maintain all of their systems and security access protocols to 
appropriate Union standards (as per ESMA and EBA standards).

f. Right of Withdrawal on all
Crypto-Assets (excl. ART's & E-

MT's)

From all of the novel regulatory obligations incumbent on 
the issuers of crypto-assets (excl. ART’s & E-MT’s), Article 
12 of MiCA is the most unique, and perhaps the most far-
reaching. It states that issuers must offer a right of 
withdrawal to any consumer who buys their crypto-assets, 
either directly from the issuer itself, or from a crypto-asset 
service provider placing crypto-assets on behalf of that 
issuer. Furthermore, consumers will have a 14 calendar day 
period to withdraw their ‘agreement’ to purchase the 
respective crypto-assets, without incurring any costs. Any 
received payments from the consumer, including any 
applicable charges (if any), will have to be reimbursed 
without undue delay (i.e., as soon as possible), and in any 
event not later than 14 days from the day on which the 
issuer is informed of the consumer’s decision to withdraw. 
Information on the inherent right of withdrawal will have 
to be published as additional information in the White 
Paper. 

However, it is important to note that this ‘right of 
withdrawal’ will not apply when the crypto-assets are 
admitted to trading on a trading platform for crypto-
assets: it will merely apply on offers to the public 
published by the issuer of the crypto-asset.

"MiCA introduces parallel obligations 
whereupon issuers of crypto-assets shall 
act in the best interests of the holders of 
such crypto-assets and shall treat them 
equally..."
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II. Issuers of Asset-Referenced Tokens
('ART's')

We continue the White Paper with a consideration for the 
obligations for issuers of asset-referenced tokens, which is the 
largest set of regulations contained in MiCA. Please bear in mind 
that Title III of MiCA is solely dedicated to asset-referenced 
tokens and will be the exclusive focus of this section of the 
White Paper. As such we will now consider the following 
obligations incumbent on issuers of asset-referenced tokens:

a) Authorization for Issuing Asset-Referenced Tokens;
b) White Paper Requirements for Asset-Referenced Tokens;
c) Market Communications of Asset-Referenced Tokens;
d) Obligations of Issuers of Asset Referenced-Tokens;
e) Financial Requirements for Issuers of Asset-Referenced

Tokens; (and)
f) Acquisition of Issuers of Asset-Referenced Tokens.

Once more, please note that certain articles in Title III of MiCA 
will intertwine with previous articles or later articles of MiCA, 
and this White Paper will not delve into the details of each 
identified obligation.

a. Authorization for Issuing Asset-
Referenced Tokens

As is stated in MiCA, no issuer of asset-referenced tokens shall, 
within the EU, offer such tokens to the public, or seek an 
admission of such assets to trading on a trading platform for 
crypto-assets unless such issuers have been granted 
authorization to do so by the competent authority of their home 
Member State.25 The issuer must be a legal entity established in 
the EU, and when authorisation is so granted, it shall be 
applicable throughout the entire EU. Individual authorisations 
gained at the national level from Member States, for example 
where the issuer is not established but performs offers or 
admissions to trade of its crypto-asset, will no longer be 
necessary in light of the granted EU authorization. 

To reiterate, issuers of asset-referenced tokens shall submit their 
application for authorization to the competent authority of their 
‘home Member State’ (i.e., the Member State where the issuer 
has its registered office). A complete application shall contain all 
mandatory information requirements, as depicted in Article 16(2) 
MiCA, which ranges from the basic administrative information,

25 Art. 15(1) MiCA 

such as the address and articles of association of the 
applicant issuer, to the identity of the members of its 
management body and the reputation of its significant 
shareholders. 

The national competent authorities receiving the issuer’s 
application shall have a timeline of twenty (20) working 
days from the receipt of such an application, to assess its 
completion. If the application satisfies all the applicable 
mandatory information requirements and adheres to the 
standards established by the EBA and ESMA respectively, 
the national competent authorities shall immediately 
inform the applicant issuer of its status of the 
‘application’. However, the preliminary grant or refusal of 
a draft decision of authorisation shall be given by the 
competent authority after a period of three (3) months. 
After transmission of the draft decision, it shall be 
forwarded to EBA, ESMA, the European Central Bank 
(‘ECB’), and, where applicable, a relevant central bank, 
who shall issue a non-binding opinion on the draft 
decision to the competent authority.

Upon receipt of the non-binding opinions, the national 
competent authority shall have 1 (one) month to make a 
fully reasoned decision granting or refusing authorisation 
to the applicant issuer, and, within five (5) working days, 
shall notify that decision to the applicant issuer. Upon 
reception of authorisation, the applicant issuer is 
immediately authorised, and its associated crypto-asset 
White Paper shall be deemed approved. As such, an 
application process devoid of any objections or mistakes, 
for the entirety of the EU market, shall take a maximum 
of an approximate five (5) months. 

However, be aware that the competent authority has the 
mandate to refuse such application, and once refused, it 
is not clear from MiCA whether this refusal will 
automatically block any ancillary national Member State 
applications for the same crypto-asset; the author 
assumes that this will however be the case. 
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b. White Paper Requirements for
Asset-Referenced Tokens

For the White Paper it is important to note that the same 
requirements applicable for the White Paper for issuers of 
crypto-assets (excl. ART’s & E-MT’s) are also applicable to the 
White Paper for ART’s. However, what is unique for ARTs is that 
there are additional regulatory requirements which must be 
satisfied for asset-referenced tokens, and they are as follows:

1) A detailed description of the Issuer's governance
arrangements (inc. third party arrangements for the
financial requirements (see below));

2) A detailed description of the reserve of assets
arrangement;

3) A detailed description of the custody arrangements for the
reserve assets;

4) Detailed description of the investment policy of the held
reserve assets (as the case may be);

5) Detailed information on the nature and enforceability of
rights of the ART;

6) Detailed information on liquidity mechanisms (as the case
may be); (and)

7) The specific disclosure items in Annex I and II of MiCA.26

On top of the standard and unique information requirements, 
the White Paper shall contain an executive summary, providing 
clear information to the public of the asset-referenced tokens, 
as well as the current and future intentions of the issuer for the 
asset-referenced tokens.

As before, the issuer of the asset-referenced tokens have an 
ongoing obligation to notify the competent authority of their 
home Member State any intended change to the issuer’s 
business model likely to have a significant influence on the 
purchase decisions of any actual or potential holder of the ARTs. 

Finally it is important to note that, any infringement of the 
default (i.e., Art. 5) requirements for the White Paper, or the 
unique (i.e., Art. 17) requirements may not only bar the 
continuation of the asset-referenced token offering or 
admission but may also bring a potential damages claim from 
any holder of the crypto-asset against the Issuer of the crypto-
asset or its management body. Any exclusion of civil liability to 
the contrary, whether contained in the White Paper, market 
communications, or so personally represented by the Issuer are 
legally void and without effect.

26 Art. 17(1) MiCA
27 Art. 24 MiCA 

c. Market Communications of
Asset-Referenced Tokens

Similar to the default rules for crypto-assets identified 
above, the market communications by issuers of ARTs 
must be honest, fair, professional and must never be 
misleading. The issuers of asset-referenced tokens shall 
act in the best interests of the holders of such tokens and 
shall furthermore treaty them equally (unless any 
preferential treatment is initially disclosed in the White 
Paper).

The same market communication principles (described 
above) that apply to issuers of crypto-assets, shall apply 
to issuers of asset-referenced tokens.27

d. Obligations of Issuers of Asset-
Referenced Tokens

The same general obligations incumbent upon issuers of 
crypto-assets are applicable to the issuers of asset-
referenced tokens. However, in contrast to the general 
obligations tied to issuers of crypto-assets (excl. ART’s & 
E-MT’s), issuers of asset-reference tokens have a much
wider set of specific obligations which they must follow.

First, issuers of asset-referenced tokens have an ongoing 
information obligation to disclose all information 
pertaining to the financial arrangements (identified 
below) of their asset-referenced tokens. Publication 
should occur directly via their website and must be clear 
and precise. Issuers of asset-referenced tokens will 
further establish an effective complaints handling 
procedure, free of charge to any existing  holders of their 
tokens. The ongoing disclosure of information is also 
applicable to changes in the management body of the 
issuer, whereupon any changes whatsoever of the 
management body of the issuer must be immediately 
notified to the competent authority of the home Member 
State.

Second, issuers of asset-referenced tokens shall maintain 
and implement effective policies and procedures to 
identify, manage, and disclose conflicts of interest 
between themselves, and their shareholders, members of
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their management body, their employees, significant owners, 
holders of ARTs, and any relevant third party. Following from 
this secondary obligation, the issuers of asset-referenced tokens 
must have a robust governance arrangement with clear and 
transparent responsibility procedures. The members of the 
management body of issuers, or any natural person which owns 
more than 20% of the asset-referenced token must not be 
convicted of any offences relating to money laundering, terrorist 
financing, or any other financial crimes (i.e., the catch-all 
phrase).

Thirdly, issuers of asset-referenced tokens will have to establish, 
maintain, and implement clear policies and procedures on the 
rights granted to holders of asset-referenced tokens, including 
any direct claim or redemptions rights on the issuer, or the 
reserve assets. Furthermore, issuers of asset-referenced tokens 
will have to have a wind-down procedure in place applicable 
under the national law of their home Member State, including 
continuity or recovery of any critical activities performed by 
those issuers. The plan will have to be concise and will have to 
demonstrate that an orderly wind-down can be performed by 
the issuer without causing undue economic harm to the holders 
of the asset-referenced tokens, or the stability of the markets of 
the reserve assets.

Lastly, and perhaps one of the most significant additions by 
MiCA, is that the issuers of ARTs (and any associated crypto-
service provider) are completely prohibited on setting any 
interest rate, or any other benefit related to the length of time 
during which a holder of asset-referenced tokens holds the 
asset-referenced assets. This does not mean that asset-
referenced tokens will be insulated from the effects of interest 
rates on their tied assets, but it means no parallel interest rates 
may be placed on such ARTs by the issuer.

e. Financial Requirements for Issuers
of Asset-Referenced Tokens

Contrasting to the default rules for crypto-assets identified 
above, issuers for asset-reference tokens face additional 
financial requirements which must be satisfied at all times. 
Issuers of asset referenced tokens must satisfy the following:

 [Own Fund Requirements] Issuers of ARTs must have in
place their own funds, equal to an amount of EUR 350,000,
or 2% of the average amount of the reserve assets
(whichever sum is higher). The funds will be set up in
accordance with technical regulatory standards create by
EBA in cooperation with ESMA;

 [Establishment & Management of Reserve Assets]
Issuers of ARTs must at all times constitute and
maintain a reserve of assets. Each issuer will be
forced to mandate an independent audit of the
reserve assets every six months, as of the date of its
received authorisation;

 [Custody of Reserve Assets] Issuers of ARTs will
have to establish, maintain, and implement custody
policies, procedures, and contractual arrangements
that ensure mandatory safeguards for the reserve
assets. Any so appointed custodian, whether a
recognised credit institution or a crypto-asset
service provider (acting within the capacity of a
custodian of the reserve assets) will act honestly,
fairly, professionally, and most importantly
independently of the issuer of the ARTs, and the
holders of such tokens;

 [Investment of the Reserve Assets] Issuers of ARTs
that intend to invest a part of the reserve assets will
only be allowed to do so in highly liquid financial
instruments with minimal credit risk. All profits or
losses, including fluctuation of the value of the
financial instrument so invested, shall be borne by
the issuer of the asset-referenced tokens; (and)

 [Rights on Issuers of ARTs & on the Reserve Assets]
As mentioned earlier, issuers of ARTs will have to
establish and maintain procedures applicable to the
holders of ARTs, including any direct claim or
redemption rights on the issuer of those asset-
referenced tokens or on the reserve assets
themselves.

These rules will be mandatory, and any caveat or 
exception thereto will need to be assessed in a case-by-
case process vis-à-vis individual asset-referenced tokens 
themselves. To reiterate, issuers of ARTs (or crypto-asset 
service providers) will not be able to provide for any 
interest on the crypto asset. 
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f. Acquisition of Issuers of Asset-Referenced Tokens

The final chapter of Title III dedicated to asset-referenced tokens focuses on the aspect of acquisition of the issuers 
themselves by other natural or legal persons. As it is stated in MiCA, any natural or legal person intending to acquire a 
qualifying holding in an issuer of an asset-referenced tokens, will have to notify the competent national authority in writing 
thereof. National competent authorities upon so being notified, will have a window of time to assess the acquisition. The 
assessing powers are not rubber-stamps, and the competent national authorities of the home Member State have the 
mandate to negate any acquisitions that do not satisfy the information requests by them to the acquirer and issuer (i.e., 
target).

In performing the acquisition assessments, the competent authorities will take into consideration, the reputation of the 
acquirer, any tied management personnel and their experience, the financial soundness of the acquirer, full compliance by 
the acquirer of MiCA, and upon reasonable grounds (following exchange of information, or lack thereof) whether the 
acquirer intends to commit money laundering or terrorist financing in lieu of the acquisition. The full list of assessment 
documents so requested shall be constructed by the EBA in close cooperation with ESMA.

II. Issuers of Electronic Money Tokens
('E-MTs')

28 Art. 43(1) MiCA 

We will conclude Part A of the White Paper dedicated to the 
Issuers of crypto-assets by observing the obligations 
incumbent upon issuers of electronic money tokens. As such 
we will now consider the following obligations incumbent on 
issuers of such E-MTs:

a) Authorization for Issuing Electronic Money Tokens;
b) White Paper Requirements for Electronic Money Tokens;
c) Market Communication of Electronic Money Tokens;
d) Obligations of Issuers of Electronic Money Tokens.

Once more, please note that certain articles in Title IV will 
intertwine with previous articles or later articles of MiCA, and 
this White Paper will not delve into the details of each 
identified obligation.

a. Authorization for Issuing
Electronic Money Tokens

Out of all of obligations incumbent on issuers of crypto-assets 
touched upon in this White Paper, the authorization 
obligations incumbent upon issuers of E-MTs is the simplest. 
As it is stated in MiCA, no E-Money tokens may be offered 
or admitted to trade within the EU, unless the issuer of 
such tokens satisfies the following mandatory requirements:

1) The issuer is authorized as a credit institution, or as
an 'electronic money institution';

2) The issuer complies with the requirements applying
to 'electronic money institutions' unless otherwise
provided in MiCA: (and)

3) The issuer publishes a crypto-asset White Paper so
notified to the competent authority.

An E-MT which references a Union currency, shall be 
deemed  to be offered to the public in the Union. 
Furthermore, please note that e-money tokens that are 
marketed, distributed, and held by qualified investors 
(and can only be held by qualified investors) within the 
average outstanding amount as specified by MiCA, shall 
not have to follow authorization requirements set forth 
in MiCA (unless otherwise so provided).
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b. White Paper Requirements for
Electronic Money Tokens

The White Paper obligations incumbent on issuers of E-MTs are 
very much akin to the default obligations for issuers of crypto-
assets. As such, every issuer must publish a White Paper on its 
website, before offering or seeking admission to trade of such E-
MTs. The White Paper will have to include the following:

a) A description of the issuer of E-MTs;
b) A detailed description of the issuer's project, and a

presentation of the main participants involved;
c) An indication on whether the White Paper relates to an

offering of E-MTs to the public, and/or an admission to
trading on a trading platform for crypto-assets;

d) A detailed description of the rights and obligations
attached to the E-MTs, including the redemption right at
par value, and the procedures and conditions of exercise of
these rights;

e) Information on the underlying technology and standards
applied by the issuer allowing for holding, storing, and
transfer;

f) The risks relating to the issuer e-money tokens, the
implementation of the project, and the associated
technology; (and)

g) Specific disclosure items as per Annex III of MiCA.29

29 Art. 46(2) MiCA 

Furthermore, every White Paper will include a guarantee from 
the management body of the issuer confirming that the White 
Paper complies with all the specific regulatory obligations of 
MiCA, and to their best knowledge, the information so 
presented is correct and accurate. Any fact that may have a 
significant influence on the purchase decision of an E-MT, or on 
the decision of existing holders of the E-MT, will be published in 
a modified White Paper by the issuer, and will so be 
communicated to the relevant competent authority.

Lastly, it is crucial to note that the liability associated with the 
White Paper, in lieu of the guarantee given by the management 
body of the issuer, therefore extends to the management body 
of the issuer, and the issuer itself. Any infringement of the 
publication and drafting obligations of the White Paper may 
bring a potential claim for damages from an existing holder 
against the issuer or the management body (as the case may 
be). Any exclusion of civil liability to the contrary, whether 
contained in the White Paper, market communications, or so 
personally represented by the issuer (or management body) are 
legally void and without effect.

c. Market Communication of
Electronic Money Tokens

The marketing communication requirements incumbent 
upon issuers e-money tokens ought to be read in 
conjunction with the obligations tied to the White Paper 
(as described above). In any event, any marketing 
communication relating to an offer or admission to trade 
of such E-MTs, shall comply with all of the following:

1) The marketing communications shall be clearly
identifiable as such;

2) The information content shall be fair, clear, and not
misleading;

3) The information contained the marketing
communication shall be consistent with the White
Paper; (and)

4) The marketing communications shall clearly state
the prevalent status of the White Paper, and where
it can be accessed.

The marketing communications must also contain a clear 
and unambiguous statement that all the holders of the E-
MTs have a redemption right at any time and at par value 
on the issuer.

d. White Paper Requirements for
Electronic Money Tokens

As has already been mentioned, one of the crucial 
obligations incumbent upon issuers of E-MTs is to enable, 
at any time and at par value, a redemption right to the 
holders of the E-MTs. Issuers may craft conditions of 
redemption, including any associated fees, but they shall 
do so within the contents of the associated White Paper. 
Failure to provide such a right to all holders of the e-
money tokens shall render the EMT prohibited and devoid 
of authorisation.

Very much akin to the prohibition of interest vis-à-vis 
ARTs, issuers of e-money tokens are prohibited from 
granting interest or any other benefit related to the 
length of time during which a holder of e-money tokens 
holds such E-MTs. Furthermore, funds received by issuers 
of e-money tokens in exchange for E-MTs, and which are 
invested in secure, low-risk assets must be invested in 
assets denominated in the same currency as the one 
referenced by the E-MT.
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H. CONCLUSION

As MiCA is, at the time of writing this White Paper, in the proposal stage within the EU legislative authorities, it will have to 
weather the criticism forwarded against it by the Member States’ representatives. Despite this, MiCA sets out precisely 
what the Commission was mandated to do; namely to create a bottom line regulatory framework for specific forms of 
crypto assets within the EU, on the one hand, and an all-inclusive de minimus crypto-asset base line, on the other. MiCA has 
created an extensive regulatory framework where national competent authorities are empowered to tackle certain 
poignant risks posed by the issuing, trading, and associated services tied to the crypto asset market. Furthermore, it has 
breached the gap currently in existence by the legislative fragmentation ensuing as a result of the different approaches to 
crypto-asset regulation by interested Member States. 

MiCA seeks to shine a light on the risky parts of the digital asset trend but may not completely foresee the consequences its 
harmonized regulations may do to the European market in crypto-assets. This is simply because of an assumption that a 
large number of investors in crypto-assets seek to invest in crypto-assets because they stay clear from the traditional 
oversight associated in the financial services system as it is today. Creating a unified European hegemony may protect 
consumers, but it may very well drive out certain investors. It is not likely that the Commission can reap the benefits of both 
of these two worlds, but it is clear that with the inclusion of the authority to issue delegated acts to amend MiCA, in 
swimming tandem with any novel developments of the crypto asset market, it leaves itself room to maneuver in the future.

Part B of the White Paper will continue with the regulatory analysis of regulatory changes associated to providers of crypto-
assets, including but not limited to services such as custody and administration of crypto-assets on behalf of third parties, 
operation of a trading platform for crypto-assets, placing of crypto-assets, and exchange of crypto-assets against fiat 
currency (or other crypto-assets). Furthermore, the second part of the White Paper will seek to also identify the enhanced 
competence given to national competent authorities in their pursuit of seeking to effectively enforce the growth of 
obligations incumbent on both issuers of crypto assets, and providers of crypto-assets. Finally, as a separate complementary 
regime, MiCA provides ancillary obligations for issuers issuers of ‘significant’ E-MTs. This special ancillary regime also exists 
for ARTs, but due to its specific nature will not be covered by this White Paper.
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